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REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IS A GLOBAL
CONCERN
“I see value in gender-diversity initiatives and
believe organizations have a role to play in
increasing diversity”
Percentage of Global Executives Who Agree
Government backs “name-blind CVs”
to end discrimination
Personnel Today 26 October 2015
90%
Agree

Numbers of women in UK
boardrooms still low
The Guardian 7 July 2016

n = 1421 global executives.
Source: McKinsey survey, 2013.
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IT HAS A GENDER BALANCE PROBLEM
Gender Breakdown in Companies Globally
Percentage of Women by Corporate Function
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n = 2,238.
Source: CEB Q3 2016 Global Labor Market Survey.
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CHALLENGES IN BOTH RECRUITING AND RETENTION
Graduates with STEMa Degrees

Attrition Rate of Women in Technology
Occupations

56%
Leave

Women earn only 31% of STEM degrees
Source: CEB Talent Neuron Data 2016.
a

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics.

More than half of women in technology
occupations quit mid-career.
Source: The Athena Factor: Reversing the Brain Drain in Science,
Engineering, and Technology, Hewlett et al.
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TACTICS TO RECRUIT AND RETAIN WOMEN
Challenge

Challenge

Retaining women in IT is difficult
and policies targeted at supporting
retention do not seem to work.

The IT talent pool has fewer women
and recruiting qualified candidates can
be difficult and time-consuming.

1

2

Key Insight

Key Insight

Formal policies are not enough.
Close the gap between policies and
employees’ actual practices and
behaviors.

IT hiring processes may inadvertently
exclude women. Build a focus on
gender and diversity into both internal
and external recruiting.

Case-in-Point

Case-in-Point

Ensure perceptions of flex-time
policies align with reality.

Reorient hiring activities to improve
likelihood of recruiting women.

“All Roles Flex”
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FLEXIBILITY RETAINS WOMEN
Satisfaction with Workplace Flexibility Increases Intent to Stay Among Women Managers
Percentage of Women Managers with High Intent to Stay, by Satisfaction with Workplace
Flexibilitya

Percentage of Women Managers
with High Intent to Stay

50%

∆ = 30 Percentage Points

47%

25%

17%

0%

Unsatisfied with
Workplace Flexibility

Satisfied with
Workplace Flexibility

n = 3,252.
Source: CEB 2013 Global Labor Market Survey.
a

Workplace flexibility is defined as “the freedom to work where and when you want (e.g., from home, away from the office).”
Managers are defined as female employees with management responsibilities, ranging from entry-level managers to CEOs.
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FLEX-TIME IS AN UNDERAPPRECIATED TOOL
Perceptions of Flex-Time
Managers Who Said Flex-Time Helps
Women in Career Progression, by Gender

∆ = 10 Percentage Points

Different Work-Life Balance Circumstances?
Partnered, Mid-Level Employees in IT Roles

Women

Men

79% have a partner

38% have a partner

who works full-time.

who works full-time.

Source: Climbing the Technical Ladder: Obstacles and Solutions for Women
in Technology, Simard.

Women

Men

n = 1,464.
Source: CEB Q3 2014 Global Labor Market Survey.

Flexible schedules include staggered hours within a fixed schedule, a variable day schedule, taking longer
mid-day breaks, or compressed work schedules.
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FLEXIBLE WORK–LIFE PRACTICES ARE UNDERUSED
Flex-Time Usage by Women
Percentage of Women Managers Who Use Flexible Schedules, Among Those Who Prioritize It
“I adapt my work schedule.”

19%
Yes

“In my organization, everyone knows that
taking up the offer of flex-time means
giving up any chance of being considered
leadership potential.”
Female HIPO
Fortune 100 Company

n = 2,799.
Source: CEB analysis.
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TRAIN MANAGERS TO MANAGE FLEXIBLE
WORKERS
Training Directed at Four Main Barriers Mangers Perceive Regarding Flexibility

Perceived Barrier
1. R
 isk Aversion: Managers, particularly
those with long tenure, are averse to
trying new ways of working, fearing it
will ruin how their team works now.

Training Takeaway
■■

■■

Flexibility doesn’t take away from business outcomes;
it actually increases engagement and productivity.
Managers can take advantage of flexible work, too.

Work is different now than it was a decade
ago, and we all need to learn to manage a global,
flexible workforce.
■■ Managers will receive any needed technological
support.
■■

2. “
 Floodgate Effect”: If one member of a
team uses flexibility, everyone will, and it
will be hard to manage the team.

3. I nconsistent Flexibility: Managers in
different parts of the business use and
approve flexible work differently.

4. “Flexibility as a Reward”: Flexibility is a
reward for employees who perform well.

■■

■■

Flexibility is now universal at Telstra; no one business
unit will be exempt, and any objections to proposed
flexible work will go through central HR.

Flexibility is the new norm, not a reward for a select
few.
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DRIVE MORE WOMEN TO APPLY INTERNALLY

DON’T Rely On Word-of-Mouth

DO Pursue Diverse Candidate Pools

Employee referrals and “word of mouth”
recruiting introduces unintended bias based
on access to narrow networks.

Communicate openings to all employees to
ensure more women are evaluated.

Drawbacks of Word-of-Mouth

Change Internal Hiring Approaches

Bias toward candidates already in the function
Reinforces existing demographics (i.e. functions
with low numbers of women remain so)

Actively market opportunities
and interview broadly.

Reduces opportunities for staff to have crossfunctional experiences

“By opening requisitions, our managers
will gain broader access to Intel talent and
employees across the company, not just
people in their personal networks.”
Intel Diversity and Inclusion
Mid-Year Report 2016
Source: CEB analysis.
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MAKE SELECTION TEAMS DIVERSE
Drive the Right Practices in Selection

Ensure every member of the
selection team has input in
decision making.
Enforce use of a decision-making
framework for interviewing.
Have candidates interviewed by
more than one selection team
member.
Support staff to receive training
on unconscious biases.

“Having a diverse panel to interview someone and
objective criteria to evaluate the candidate can help
overcome unconscious bias.”
Global Head of D&I
Global Information Services Provider

Considerations for the Selection Team Composition
■■

■■

■■

Mirror your desired workforce composition in your team’s composition.
Ensure the team includes an expert to assess candidates’ technical skills, but don’t limit interviewers to
SMEs only.
Include representatives from different career levels.

Source: CEB analysis.
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A Framework for Member Conversations
The mission of CEB Inc. and its affiliates is to unlock the potential of organizations and leaders by advancing the science and practice
of management. When we bring leaders together, it is crucial that our discussions neither restrict competition nor improperly share
inside information. All other conversations are welcomed and encouraged.
Confidentiality and Intellectual Property
These materials have been prepared by CEB Inc. for the exclusive and individual use of our member companies. These materials
contain valuable confidential and proprietary information belonging to CEB, and they may not be shared with any third party
(including independent contractors and consultants) without the prior approval of CEB. CEB retains any and all intellectual
property rights in these materials and requires retention of the copyright mark on all pages reproduced.
Legal Caveat
CEB Inc. is not able to guarantee the accuracy of the information or analysis contained in these materials. Furthermore, CEB is
not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or any other professional services. CEB specifically disclaims liability for any damages,
claims, or losses that may arise from a) any errors or omissions in these materials, whether caused by CEB or its sources, or b)
reliance upon any recommendation made by CEB.

